andom per-element luminance modulation is a cross-cutting technique that, when applied to a wide range of visualizations, improves the visual salience of details and tracking of individual elements. We and other researchers have successfully applied luminance modulation in specialized conditions to deal with overplotting in parallel coordinates and to produce dense ow textures. (For a look at other ways to deal with overplotting, see the sidebar.)
ND Scalar Display Using Parallel Coordinates
shows a hydrodynamic simulation of highenergy particle collisions. With standard parallel coordinates, overplotting causes lines to merge into blocks of solid color (see Figure 1a ). In contrast, luminance-modulated parallel coordinates improve the patterns' visual salience (see Figure  1b) . 1 In particular, the line bundles shaped like an S, a U, and an inverted U in the middle of the third parameter (U_wind) are more salient. Tracing an individual line across multiple axes is also easier.
In their basic form, luminance-modulated parallel coordinates multiply the luminance of each parallel-coordinates polyline by a factor determined by a uniformly distributed random variable between 0.5 and 1. Each line remains fully opaque. Until overplotting occurs, luminance-modulated parallel coordinates look quite similar to regular parallel coordinates because the intensity variation isn't high enough to hide individual lines against the dark background. In an overplotted region, luminance-modulated parallel coordinates maintain the distinction of each polyline from its neighbors (whose luminance values are randomly modulated), preserving the capability of each polyline to indicate its orientation. This leaves hue free for its traditional use in brushing clusters within parallel coordinates.
Vector Display Using Texture
It has long been known that random luminance modulation can be part of an effective technique for constructing textures that reveal 2D ow magnitude. Line-integral convolution (LIC) blurs an underlying random-intensity texture, 2 and spot noise overplots random-intensity oriented line glyphs. 3 Both approaches achieve high-density display of ow magnitude and orientation.
Timothy Urness and his colleagues added datadependent saturation scales to random luminance, using hue to discriminate between multiple datasets. 4 This augmented the random-luminance vector display with data-driven scalar information. Urness and his colleagues extended this to display data from two vector elds. 5 Victoria Interrante and Chester Grosch extended the use of random colors in LIC to 3D. 6 They demonstrated the use of random hue variation in addition to halos to enhance the visual separation of neighboring streamlines. They also recommended using random luminance modulation when hue is used for other purposes.
As with parallel coordinates, the addition of per-element random luminance modulation enables 2D and 3D LIC to maintain the ability to see individual elements, even with densities that produce complete overplotting.
3D Vector Display Using Glyphs
In an early GPU-based particle-simulation system, 7 we used random per-sphere saturation variation to make it easier to distinguish individual particles in the overall flow. Because the spheres were blue and blue doesn't contribute to luminance, this had the side effect of introducing luminance modulation.
To confirm luminance modulation's effectiveness, we produced an animation of cones following wind flow in a weather simulation dataset from Michael Kiefer in Sharon Zhong's group at Michigan State University. Figure 2 shows the first frame of animations without and with random per-cone luminance modulation. Adding the luminance modulation greatly improved the viewer's ability to track a cone as it moved between and among neighbors. It also made it clear which cone passed in front during an overlap, disambiguating relative depth. Figure 3 shows streamline-based visualizations of the previous weather dataset without and with random luminance modulation.
3D Vector Display Using Streamlines
As with parallel coordinates, per-element luminance modulation of 3D streamlines increases each line's salience as that line passes through regions with many other lines. It also highlights the relative depth of crossing streamlines because the contrasting brightness of the one in front breaks the constant brightness of the one behind. Figure 4 shows hyperstreamlines of the stress tensor from a quantum-chromodynamics simulation by Hannah Petersen in Steffen Bass's group at Duke University. The lines are colored by an isoluminant blue-gray-red map to indicate local gluon density. Figure 4b combines random luminance intensity with color variation to show additional data.
3D Tensor Visualization Using Hyperstreamlines

Discussion
The perceived brightness, which is related to luminance, is the color channel the human visual system uses to understand object shapes and detect small features. 8 This implies that you must take care when adjusting it to avoid introducing artifacts in the perception of the objects' shapes. (This is why isoluminant colormaps are usually better for mapping data onto 3D surfaces.) It also means that the perceived brightness is the channel that provides the best separation between detailed objects in the scene, which is why we use it.
Per-element luminance modulation applies the same modulation to all of each element (glyph, streamline, or hyperstreamline). So, it avoids the negative impact on surface shape perception of using a luminance-varying color map on top of 3D geometry. When such maps cause luminance gradients in an element, they distort shape-fromshading information about the element. 8 Our approach paints each element a constant color with slightly different shades between elements.
As we mentioned before, when overplotting occurs, random luminance modulation enables the viewer to perceive individual polylines. The same situation occurs for streamlines, hyperstreamlines, and other extended structures. As these structures begin to overlap, luminance gradients excite local-orientation sensors in the retina at the O ne way to deal with overplotting in scatterplots and parallel coordinates is to include only a random subset of the data elements in a specified region of interest.
1,2
Another way is to reduce the data density overall by displaying only a subset of the elements across the entire image. Enrico Bertini and Giuseppe Santucci studied this approach's effectiveness, comparing uniform sampling with a perceptual nonuniform sampling in a user study. 3 This could be effectively combined with random luminance modulation (see the main article) to both reduce clutter and trace individual elements.
A third way is to use blurring to produce density estimates of the line distributions, rather than showing individual lines. David Feng and his colleagues combined this with the display of uncertainty, producing a subset of the curves in parallel coordinates that were certain, along with density estimates of all the curves. 4 Malte Zöckler and colleagues used transparency and illumination to effectively display dense sets of streamlines. 5 This approach worked well in their target cases of electric and magnetic fields with noncrossing lines.
scale of the structures. This enables the sensors to maintain the ability to determine local orientation and track individual elements.
For small moving elements such as the cones in Figure 2b , luminance modulation lets viewers preattentively distinguish targets on the basis of their brightness. This reduces the number of potentially confusing targets in each region.
Modulation
For the examples in this article, we modulated each element's luminance from 50 to 100 percent by multiplying each (R, G, B) component by the same constant factor. This range was enough to show clear visual differences among elements while maintaining sufficient within-element contrast to display shape and color information. 
Visualization Viewpoints
Limitations
Random luminance modulation outperforms data-driven luminance modulation in some contexts, but not all. We've showed that adjusting line luminance on the basis of one of the scalar variables in parallel coordinates indicates trends between that variable and others (see Figure  5) . 1 This technique might also effectively indicate groupings in other visualizations. However, when nearby elements all have a similar luminance, distinguishing neighbors again becomes challenging.
When applied to objects with color maps displaying secondary variables, luminance modulation shifts the color values at different locations by different amounts. To the extent that varying brightness distorts the perception of hue or saturation, this will cause perceptual shifts in the values read from these maps. We restricted such distortion in the visualizations in this article by limiting the modulation to keep the brightness at least 50 percent of the original. Random luminance modulation has the unintended side effect of making some elements in the image brighter than the others and thus more salient, perhaps drawing undue attention to them. Fortunately, this is done in unbiased manner owing to the random selection.
B
ecause of our success with random per-element luminance modulation, we continue to explore new cases in which it could improve visualization. We believe that it's a general technique that all visualization designers should consider.
